
London Celebrates VE Day, 1945 
 

Besieged on all fronts, representatives of Nazi Germany signed the surrender documents ending the greatest 

conflict ever to envelope Europe on May 7 in the French city of Reims. The fighting was to cease at 11:01 

AM the next day. Six years of bloodshed were over.  

Word of the anticipated surrender had been circling for days. There were two celebratory false starts – one 

on April 28, another on the morning of May 7. Finally, the official announcement of the cessation of 

fighting was broadcast on the evening of May 7 and the world erupted in spontaneous joy. 

In London, the following day, the streets were filled with people and street parties. Bands played, flags flew 

and the air was filled with fireworks. At Buckingham Palace, Prime Minister Winston Churchill appeared 

with the Royal Family on a balcony overlooking an ecstatic crowd that packed the square below. The city 

brimmed with unbridled joy. 

"American sailors and laughing girls formed a conga line down the middle of Piccadilly."  

Mollie Panter-Downes was an English novelist who wrote about life in London for the New Yorker 

Magazine. She filed this description of London celebrating the end of the war in Europe:  

"May 12, 1945  

When the day finally came, it was like no other day that anyone can remember. It had a flavor of its own, 

an extemporaneousness which gave it something of the quality of a vast, happy village fete as people 

wandered about, sat, sang, and slept against a slimmer background of trees, grass, flowers, and 

water...Apparently the desire to assist in London's celebration combusted spontaneously in the bosom of 

every member of every family, from the smallest babies, with their hair done up in red-white-and-blue 

ribbons, to beaming elderly couples who, utterly without self-consciousness, strolled up and down the 

streets arm in arm in red-white-and-blue paper hats. Even the dogs wore immense tricolored bows...The 

bells had begun to peal and, after the night's storm, London was having that perfect, hot, English summer's 

day which, one sometimes feels, is to be found only in the imaginations of the lyric poets.  

The girls in their thin, bright dresses heightened the impression that the city had been taken over by an 

enormous family picnic. The number of extraordinarily pretty young girls, who presumably are hidden on 

working days inside the factories' and government offices, was astonishing...Strolling with their uniformed 

boys, arms candidly about each other, they provided a constant, gay, simple marginal decoration to the big, 

solemn moments of the day. The crowds milled back and forth between the Palace, Westminster, Trafalgar 

Square, and Piccadilly Circus, and when they got tired they simply sat down wherever they happened to be 

- on the grass, on doorsteps, or on the curb - and watched the other people or spread handkerchiefs over 

their faces and took a nap. Everybody appeared determined to see the King and Queen and Mr. Churchill at 

least once, and few could have been disappointed.  

By lunchtime, in the Circus, the buses had to slow to a crawl in order to get through the tightly packed, 

laughing people. A lad in the black beret of the Tank Corps was the first to climb the little pyramidal 

Angkor Vat of scaffolding and sandbags which was erected early in the war to protect the pedestal of the 

Eros statue after the figure had been removed to safekeeping. The boy shinnied up to the top and took a 

tiptoe Eros pose, aiming an imaginary bow, while the crowd roared. He was followed by a paratrooper in a 

maroon beret, who, after getting up to the top, reached down and hauled up a blond young woman in a very 



tight pair of green slacks. When she got to the top, the Tank Corps soldier promptly grabbed her in his arms 

and, encouraged by ecstatic cheers from the whole Circus, seemed about to enact the classic role of Eros 

right on the top of the monument. Nothing came of it, because a moment later a couple of G.I.s joined them 

and before long the pyramid was covered with boys and girls. They sat jammed together in an affectionate 

mass, swinging their legs over the sides, wearing each other's uniform caps, and calling down wisecracks to 

the crowd. 'My God,' someone said, 'think of a flying bomb coming down on this!' When a firecracker went 

off, a hawker with a tray of tin brooches of Monty's head happily yelled that comforting, sometimes 

fallacious phrase of the blitz nights, 'All right, mates, it's one of ours!'  

All day long, the deadly past was for most people only just under the surface of the beautiful, safe present, 

so much so that the Government decided against sounding the sirens in a triumphant 'all clear' for fear that 

the noise would revive too many painful memories. For the same reason, there were no salutes of guns-only 

the pealing of the bells, and the whistles of tugs on the Thames sounding the doot, doot, doot, dooooot of 

the 'V,' and the roar of the planes, which swooped back and forth over the city, dropping red and green 

signals toward the blur of smiling, upturned faces.  

It was without any doubt Churchill's day. Thousands of King 

George's subjects wedged themselves in front of the Palace 

throughout the day, chanting ceaselessly 'We want the King' 

and cheering themselves hoarse when he and the Queen and 

their daughters appeared, but when the crowd saw Churchill 

there was a deep, full-throated, almost reverent roar. He was at 

the head of a procession of Members of Parliament, walking 

back to the House of Commons from the traditional St. 

Margaret's Thanksgiving Service. Instantly, he was surrounded 

by people - people running, standing on tiptoe, holding up 

babies so that they could be told later they had seen him, and 

shouting affectionately the absurd little nurserymaid name, 

'Winnie, Winnie!' One of two happily sozzled, very old, and 

incredibly dirty cockneys who had been engaged in a slow, shuffling dance, like a couple of Shakespearean 

clowns, bellowed, 'That's 'im, that's 'is little old lovely bald 'ead!'  

...American sailors and laughing girls formed a conga line down the middle of Piccadilly and cockneys 

linked arms in the Lambeth Walk. It was a day and night of no fixed plan and no organized merriment. 

Each group danced its own dance, sang its own song, and went its own way as the spirit moved it. The most 

tolerant, self-effacing people in London on V-E Day were the police, who simply stood by, smiling 

benignly, while soldiers swung by one arm from lamp standards and laughing groups tore down hoardings 

to build the evening's bonfires...The young service men and women who swung arm in arm down the 

middle of every street, singing and swarming over the few cars rash enough to come out, were simply 

happy with an immense holiday happiness. They were the liberated people who, like their counterparts in 

every celebrating capital that night, were young enough to outlive the past and to look forward to an 

unspoilt future. Their gaiety was very moving." 
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